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Queensland artist and instructor, Jessica Butler,
specialises predominantly in acrylic pieces.

Beginning a love for painting over 15 years ago
as a way to allow her body and mind to simply
catch a beat and relax.
 
Jessica Butler is now sharing her art and
knowledge both in person and online, and
loving every minute of it!
 
Painting is a never-ending journey where there
is always a challenge, a learning experience and 



inspiration to record. No matter the medium,
Jessica's art has always been a manifestation of
personal thoughts, visions, emotions and life
journey.
 
Painting is very therapeutic. There is an
enormous love for the feeling of paint on her
hands. Painting is her own form of yoga and way
to relax the soul through the freedom and
expression of art. In this busy thing we call life,
painting pushes the 'stop' button and allows you
to loose yourself in music and a mess of paint
and imagination.

Jessica creates her pieces not to be seen but to
be experienced and felt by the viewer. Allowing
each person to make their own honest
connection between her work and their own
emotions.
 
Please, enjoy diving deep and getting lost in
Blooms.
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bloom...
EXPLORING THE
CONNECTION BETWEEN
ART AND FREEDOM

"I want to paint colours
good enough to swim in."

Like a flower, a painting
has a life of its own. Full of
expression and emotion,
depth and beauty.
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COLLECTION

I could look upon flowers all day and still be
mesmerised. They are a true gift to us and to gaze
upon them is a delicate wonder. I'm filled with
excitement to capture the beauty and magic of what
I see and feel.

Using a limited palette, I want to create and paint
colours good enough to swim in - with petals soft
enough to touch. I aim to capture their raw and
natural beauty, growth and velvety features through
each piece. Showing the rhythm of leaves and
steams. The fluidity of petals. The freedom they have
and the desire to follow the sun. And when it all
comes together, I get to make the world more
beautiful - and someone's wall more colorful.

BASE COLLECTION
CREATED IN 2021 BY
ARTIST JESSICA BUTLER

ADDITIONAL PIECES TO
BE ADDED REGULARLY
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"SHE BLOOMS"

41cm (H) x 41cm (W) 
 

Original Painting - Acrylic on Canvas 
 

*Reproduction Prints Available 
 
 

Email: artist.jessicabutler@gmail.com
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"VELVET ROSE"

41cm (H) x 41cm (W) 
 

Original Painting - Acrylic on Canvas 
 

*Reproduction Prints Available 
 
 

Email: artist.jessicabutler@gmail.com
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"TULIP"

45cm (H) x 30cm (W) 
 

Original Painting - Acrylic on Canvas 
 

*Reproduction Prints Available 
 
 

Email: artist.jessicabutler@gmail.com
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"DEEP"

30cm (H) x 41cm (W) 
 

Original Painting - Acrylic on Canvas 
 

*Reproduction Prints Available 
 
 

Email: artist.jessicabutler@gmail.com
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Prints On Canvas - Limited Edition

This is the deluxe range of limited edition prints on
canvas that are produced from a Giclee process,
using advanced 2880dpi printing technology to apply
archival Ultra Chrome pigment ink onto the finest
products available.

The quality of reproduction prints are accepted at a
museum level. Inks are assured for many, many
years - longer than most of us require. Canvases are
varnished, professionally stretched on quality
stretchers, and presented ready to hang. Each print
is numbered and signed, and the owner is recorded
with the artist. The effect is very luscious and has
most people thinking these prints are the original
painting!

REPRODUCTION PRINTS
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REPRODUCTIONS ARE
LIMITED TO FIVE HUNDRED

PRINTS OF EACH IMAGE



20cm square $120
30cm square $210
41cm square $480
51cm square $600
60cm square $680
80cm square $900
1m square $1200
Panel 36cm x 96cm $680
Panel 71cm x 107cm $980

Price guide:

REPRODUCTION PRINTS
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GET IN TOUCH

Jessica Butler
Boyne Island  QLD
P: 0438 265 312
E: artist.jessicabutler@gmail.com
www.artist-jessicabutler.com
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